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MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT 
 

TE KARERE NEWSLETTER 
 
Kia Orana MFEM and welcome to the combined April/May 2012 Te Karere. Unfortunately due to the 
Young Achievers being drawn in to assist with the budget process the April edition was foregone. 
This issue covers the months of April and May has now been combined.  
 
This issue features an exclusive interview with budget analyst Krystina Tatuava, a message from the 
Financial Secretary’s office, updates on each of the respective Divisions with a focus on the Treasury 
Management Division.  
 
Our previous issues received feedback as to how the newsletter can be improved and we hope to 
incorporate each feedback into our issues as much as possible to make it more enjoyable to read. 
 
If you have any suggestions or brilliant ideas that we can add to the newsletter, feel free to contact 
the newsletter team. Just a reminder to our new members the task of managing the newsletter is 
assigned to the Young Achievers. We are always open to new ideas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enjoy! 

 
‘IN QUALITY WE ENDEAVOUR’ 
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COMMENTS FROM THE FINANCIAL SECRETARY’S OFFICE 
 

 
Kia Orana to you all, 
 
The April/May edition has come out a bit late due to the 
young achievers having to do quite a bit in relation to the 
2012/13 Budget.  April and May were busy months for the 
Ministry.  In Revenue Management there was a lot of work 
occurring to finalise the Customs and Tariff Bills as well as the 
Departure Tax bill. In Statistics there has been ongoing work 
with the Census and moving towards a quarterly publication 
of GDP and revising how we collect information relating to 
our visitors.  The Development Coordination Division has 
worked hard in producing the ODA plan in the Budget books 
and the first ever capital plan. In Treasury, there has been 
considerable effort going into the Budget, implementing our 
new processes for the end of the financial year, 
understanding our debt position better.   
 
During April and May, MFEM worked on three reviews, the first being the first phase of the Banking 
Review run by Sam Knowles, the second being a review of procurement processes and the third the 
merits of establishing a sovereign wealth fund and a loan fund.  These will be made public once 
available (in fact procurement is out there) so that we can have good community debate on these 
very fundamental issues. 
 
Finally, congratulations to Wayne Robati and the Budget team for winning the MFEM individual and 
team of the week prize for the first quarter, well done. 
 
Meitaki Maata. 
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INTERVIEW WITH 
 
 

Details:  
 
Full Name:  Krystina Tatuava 

Position:  Budget Analyst  

Time with MFEM:  January 2012. 

 

 
1. How has your time been in the Budget Unit? 

 
It’s been very interesting – this is my first budget 
process and I’ve learnt so much during my short 
time here, it’s definitely an eye opener. 

 
2. What has been Budgets biggest achievement this 

financial year? 
 

There have been many achievements – the 
information provided in the budget books has been 
more elaborate and detailed compared to previous 
years but a huge achievement for the budget this year was for the first time, putting together 
a Capital Budget Book and Citizen Guide for the public. 

 
3. As Budget Secretariat, what were your roles and responsibilities and what did you undertake 

in completing the Budget Books? 
 

As a budget secretariat, the role is to facilitate the collation of information from government 
ministries and provide this to the budget support group to aid them in making sound 
recommendations for cabinet’s consideration, particularly in relation to the fair distribution 
of government funds to ministries going forward.  Regarding the budget books, we all played 
a vital role in putting them together; however for Budget Book one, we were allocated certain 
parts of this book to research and write about.  In addition, I was also given the opportunity 
of formatting the entire budget book set for this year; that is Budget Books one, two and 
three. 
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DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION DIVISION (DCD) 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION DIVISION (DCD) 
 
NAME CHANGE: 
 

Just another reminder to our workers the Aid Management Division has been renamed the new 
Development and Coordination Division (DCD). Reason being that our Financial Secretary, Richard 
emphasized that it is best we steer away from the word “aid” and rather see it as a division who 
“coordinates development” within the Cook islands. We are still awaiting confirmation from the 
Public Service Commission but is confident we will get there. 
 

STAFF REARRANGEMENTS: 
 

Congratulations to Elizabeth Tommy as she takes up her new position as Crown Accountant  in the 
Treasury Division. This came in the wake of former Crown Accountant Nick Carter’s departure. DCD 
would also like to welcome on board George Turia who now fills in the position of the EU Manager, 
he replaces Russel Thomas who has now become the new Public Service Commisioner.  

 

DCD HIGHLIGHTS: 
 
2012 Community Initiative Scheme (CIS) 
 
The Community Initiative Scheme was set up by the New Zealand Agency for International 
Development (NZAID). The main focus of NZAID for its development assistance programme in the 
Pacific is to solely eliminate poverty from the Pacific a bit at a time therefore giving organisations the 
opportunity to undertake sound planning and investment for their own development needs within 
the Cook Islands. 

 

The Cook Islands government and New Zealand Aid Programme had its first few approved project 
proposals for the year 2012 with funding totalling to $220,000 which will be used through to the final 
round. So we congratulate those who have received funding for the projects proposed for the final 
round. 

 
 

NGO/Community Group Project Title 

Cook Islands National Youth Council (CINYC) Strengthening support networks for young 
people (Youth Helpline) & Realising Youth 
Potential. 
 

Cook Islands Library & Museum Society Inc. Reprinting Stephen Savages “A dictionary of 
the Maori Language of Rarotonga” 
 

Ui rangatira o Pa Ariki Takitumu night market 

Rotaianga men’s support centre Organisational strengthening 

Mauke Coconut Oil Mauke Oil production expansion 
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NGO/Community Group Project Title 

Moeau Occupational and Elderly Care 
services 

Resourcing 
 

Rutaki Vainetini  Community Education Program on Domestic 
Violence 

Aitutaki Conservation Trust Keep Aitutaki Clean 
 

Te Ipukarea Developing litter consciousness amongst 
young children in the Cook Islands 

Pukapuka Combined Youth Pukapuka vaka program 

Arorangi Horizon Vocals Music Group Make a difference in children and youth 

The Cook Islands Civil Society Organisations 
(CICSO) 

Village consultation 

Sailing Cook Islands Sailing in Schools 

 
Congratulations to the organisations who were successful in receiving funding for projects 
proposed in the final round. The Development Coordination Division will be expecting progress 
reports on the state of each project right up to the time of completion. Each group will also be 
expected to provide project reports at the end of the funding round for future reference if the 
same organisations want to be provided funding for future project proposals. 

 
Installation of the financial system, “Solomons” 
 
The Development Coordination Division (DCD) is also in the process of fully implementing a new 
project and financial management system. Microsoft Dynamics was sourced as the appropriate 
project management system that could be interfaced with the financial management system 
Solomons, currently being used by Treasury Management. DCD currently use MYOB for financial 
management but this is not to integrate with the current project management system, Microsoft 
Access. This means that DCD’s finance officer has been previously required to enter every transaction 
twice  this new initiative will enhance productivity. 

 

From 14-17 May, Jason Yi, Microsoft Dynamics Business Consultant was on the island to assist with 
the implementation and customisation of the system. The customisation of the software is still 
underway and it is proposed that DCD will go live with the system on 1 July 2012. 
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REVENUE MANAGEMENT DIVISION (RMD) 
 
New Addition to the Team: 

For the month of April RMD would like to welcome on board the newest 
member of its team Tearii Maurangi. This new addition has taken on the 
role of a full time tax officer and part time border officer.  

 
 

High Debtors meeting: 

The High Debtors meeting is where Senior Tax Officers get together every six weeks to discuss high 
level tax arrears in all revenue types (Individuals, Company Tax, VAT, PAYE, Turnover tax and PAYE 
Reconciliations). 

Essentially, the meetings focuses on strategies and recommendations in reducing the total tax 
arrears before embarking on more serious and unpleasant matters such as prosecution for failure to 
furnish or failure to account.      

Write-Offs: 

In extraordinary cases where taxes are difficult to recover, Senior Tax Officers will prepare a 
submission to the Treasurer to write off a debt.  The submission must provide a background of the 
business, the total tax arrears, the affected revenue, and a brief explanation why a Write-Off is 
recommended.  This information is required for general record tracking and auditing purposes.    

Prosecutions: 

Prosecutions are only considered when all collection action is exhausted and the individual, 
company, or partnership does not comply with their tax obligations over a period of time.  
Prosecutions of late with RMD are failure to pay taxes (failure to account) and failure to furnish 
outstanding tax returns (failure to furnish).  The most serious offence is failure to furnish of PAYE 
returns which could ultimately result in imprisonment. 

Due Date for Filing Tax Returns: 

Value Added Tax (VAT) and Pay as You Earn (PAYE) are a major part of the Crown’s revenue streams.. 
On the 20th of each month RMD reaches one of its busiest peak moments with counter clerks serving 
more than two customers at once. This is the day where the majority of entities are required to come 
in and pay their VAT and PAYE. It is usually a day where clerks are busy receipting tax returns and in 
most cases where entities steadily come in throughout the day up until 3pm the RMD clerks would 
have to stay back a while longer to balance up the cheque and cash amounts. 
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STATISTICS 
 
Due to our issues being combined for the months of April and May information and data displayed 
will also be for both months.  

MIGRATION STATISTICS 
April & May 2012 

 
 
Total arrivals for the month of April 2012 were 10,348, of which 9,262 were visitors and 1,086 
returning Cook Island residents. There were 10,745 departures with 1,090 being Cook Island residents 
who either left on vacation, for business reasons, or permanently.  

The April month saw a 6.2 per cent increase in visitor arrivals when compared to the same period the 
previous year. New Zealand (67.1 per cent) dominated the tourist numbers for April, followed by 
Australia (17.6 per cent) and Europe (8.4 per cent).  

Visitors arriving for vacation purposes contributed 73.3 per cent of the total visitor arrivals, 12.6 per 
cent chose the Cook Islands for weddings and honeymoons, while 10 per cent came to visit their 
friends and relatives. The majority of visitors (44.8 per cent) stayed in hotels while 20.4 per cent were 
accommodated in motels.  

 

Total resident departure for April 2012 increased by 9.2 per cent when compared to March with net 
outward migration of 4 per cent. Of those departing residents 48.7 per cent went to visit their friends 
or relatives, while 51.3 per cent left the country for other reasons. Total arrivals for the month of May 
2012 were 9,986, of which 9,101 were visitors and 885 returning Cook Island residents. There were 
9,586 departures with 852 being Cook Island residents who either left on vacation, for business 
reasons, or permanently. May 2012 saw a 4.5 per cent decrease in visitor arrivals when compared to 
May 2011.  New Zealand (72.4 per cent) dominated the tourist numbers in May 2012, followed by 
Australia (14.3 per cent) and Europe (5.9 per cent).  

 

 

 
Month 

TOTAL VISITORS COOK ISLANDS RESIDENTS 

Arrivals Departures Excess Arrivals Departures Excess Arrivals Departures Excess 

Jan 7,554 9,733  -2,179 6,115 8,779 -2,664 1,439   954   485 

Feb 6,657 6,809    -152 5,836 5,820       16    821   989 -168 

 Mar 9,454 8,867 587 8,525 7,869 656 929 998 -69 

 Apr 10,348 10,745 -397 9,262 9,655 -393 1,086 1,090 4 
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TREASURY MANAGEMENT DIVISION (TMD) 
 

STAFF REARRANGEMENTS: 
 

Elizabeth Tommy: For the month of April we congratulate and welcome 
Elizabeth Tommy from Development Coordination Division (DCD) as she 
takes over the position of Crown Accountant formerly held by Nick 
Carter. TMD is fortunate to have Liz move in during the busiest time of 
the budget process as she will now be providing financial statements 
relevant to the budget book one.  

 

 

Young Achievers: The Budget Economic Policy Unit is currently hands on busy and has temporarily 
imported all three Young Achievers to assist with necessary tasks that ensure secretariats a smooth 
and swift end to the budget process. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CROWN ACCOUNTS UNIT 
 

Crown in Action: 

In the month of April we farewell the former Crown Accountant Nick Carter and wish him the best 
for his future ventures in Australia. His position has now been taken by Elizabeth Tommy who has 
moved from her previous position as Development Coordination Division’s account’s manager. We 
wish her well as she has relocated during the busiest part of the budget timeline. 
 

We also farewell Maiariki from Rakahanga who was here in the month of May for financial training 
assisted by Akisi. She leaves with a handful of tips relative to financial accounting. 

 

Centralising of all Outer Island Financial Reporting 

The centralisation of the outer island accounts came about as a proposal by the Treasury Manager 
Teu to the Financial Secretary to have all outer island accounts managed and maintained by the 
Ministry of Finance and Economic Management in order to minimise and hopefully eliminate 
inaccurate financial reporting so as to gain more confidence in their financial reports. 

 

It had been observed that the financial reports that had been received by the outer island 
administrations were not of good quality and up to standard and therefore not reflecting the true 
financial status of each ministry (reporting was inaccurate from outer island administrators hence 
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the reason why MFEM has taken such action). The proposal was put forward last year but is now 
being implemented as of the 1st of July 2012. MFEM has notified all the outer island ministries of this 
move and is working closely with all of them to make the transition as smooth as possible.  

 

MFEM has also advertised for two financial officers who will be solely responsible for maintaining all 
the outer island accounts by inputting data and compiling monthly reports for MFEM to monitor 
their financial activity and for the reporting responsibility of MFEM in providing Crown quarterly and 
annual reports for the public. 

 

Catch-up Project 

With the catch-up project, this was brought about in 
an effort to bring all Ministries’ annual reports up to 
date beginning from the 2008/2009 financial year 
onwards with the aim of ultimately producing a 
consolidated set of accounts which will also be up to 
date. Because the Ministries had failed to compile 
their reports on time, the responsibility was taken 
up by the Crown Accounts Team in the Treasury 
Management Division of MFEM to accumulate such 
reports in attempts to update what is outstanding.  

The consultant brought in to manage the project, 
Miss Yamanika Cooray, began the project in 
September 2011 on a six month contract that ended 
in February 2012 and much progress had been 
accomplished as a result. As of the beginning of 
June, all of the 2008/2009 financial reports have 
been completed and for the 2009/2010 financial year, 
16 Ministry annual reports have been completed, 30 are waiting to be finalised by the Audit Office 
and six ministries are yet to be submitted by MFEM and are expected to be submitted for audit by 
the end of June.  

Progress has been promising and with the completion of all the ministries annual reports for 
2009/2010 can the consolidation process then take place. This will then carry on into the 2010/2011 
financial year and subsequently into the 2011/2012 financial year. At the moment MFEM is in the 
process of looking for a replacement to take over the project manager’s role and is hoping to fill this 
position as soon as possible. We are optimistic that this project will improve the financial reporting of 
each ministry and the Crown as a whole. 

 

Cash Call-back 

MFEM will commence calling back all excess cash not utilised by the agencies at the end of the 
financial year.  

As at the end of the 2011/12 financial year, each ministry will be allocated one month’s operating 
costs to maintain their operations and all excess cash will be deposited into the Crown Public 
Account. Bulk funding will carry on in the new financial year as normal.  

 

Upon completion of each Ministry’s audit reports can it then be determined the true financial status 
of each Ministry and MFEM will honour those liabilities. This will result in an increase of operational 
cash flow for the Crown for the purposes of being in a better financial position to fulfil their duties 

Pictured above; Senior Crown Accountant 
Siva Gounder in Manihiki to collect financial 
information. 
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and responsibilities as a Ministry and to ensure that every other ministry is taken care of so that 
funds are allocated appropriately and efficiently. 

 

FUNDS MANAGEMENT UNIT 
 
Funds would like to officially announce the existence of “The mini-bar fridge of Life” that is currently 
managed by Paris. A significant addition to the team especially for our staff when in need of an 
energy burst. However as usual there is also two sides to a coin; staff is allowed to purchase on credit 
or ‘kaiou’ but are encouraged to pay for all IOUs on a fortnightly basis, a 20per cent interest will be 
added for failure to pay. 

 

The newsletter team would like to remind all staff of Section 47 of the MFEM personnel policy 
regarding theft in relation to the disappearance of a vacuum cleaner. This has cost MFEM an extra 
unnecessary cost to the ministry.  

 

Aside from the usual daily operations monitored and 
maintained by Funds, they were also in the process 
of examining bank reconciliation statements for the 
Public Account of the Crown; which is currently at 
Westpac Bank; with the assistants of senior Crown 
accountant Siva Gounder.  

Government is the biggest client any bank could have 
in the Cook Islands therefore Funds had prepared 
tender documents for both Commercial banks, ANZ 
and Westpac Bank in attempts to see as to which 

bank has the best offer for Government in terms of providing the best service, best rates in foreign 
currency, term deposits and any other benefits. 

 

Expanding Payroll System 

Expanding the Payroll System came about as a proposal by the Treasury 
Manager Teu Teulilo in attempts to lessen the load on MFEM’s only Payroll 
officer, Apii Jacob, who manages the entire government payroll and as the 
sole operator; it would most likely lead to high operational risks if nothing 
is done. An additional member to assist Apii in this position is a must for 
MFEM so as to gain experience and the required skills needed for this job. 
This would also lessen the burden of having to find a replacement if Apii 
were to leave.  
 

Moving from cheques to Electronic transfers 

A proposal was brought about in an effort to improve the current system 
Funds has going in handling cheques. Moving from cheques to electronic 
transfers would guarantee MFEM a more efficient and effective system whereby resulting in  a fast 
turnaround and is expected to lighten the load in paper work and lessen any occurrence of errors. It 
will also benefit Treasury as it will result to a decrease in the expenses of purchasing boxes of paper 
as it also has a huge affect on the environment. 
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BUDGET ECONOMIC POLICY UNIT 
 
During the month of April members from within the Budget Economic Policy Sub-Division have barely 
begun to scratch the surface of their hectic schedule with endless processions of phone calls, 
enquiries from ministries and meetings for countless budget related purposes. Constantly working 
late nights just trying to meet deadlines with what manpower they have. To help speed up the 
process of ensuring that they meet such deadlines, the budget team has imported all YA’s to assist 
with groundwork tasks.  
 
The Budget Economic Policy Sub-Division has finally come to the end of such a busy time of the year 
with the preparation of the Budget Books. The beginning of April leading up to the last few weeks of 
the month of May has seen the Budget Team; along with the help of the Young Achievers; tirelessly 
working late nights as they were in the process of completing Budget Analysis and figures for all 
ministries considering the budget change this year with each ministry receiving budget cuts. 
 
The team did extremely well handling the work-load with Budget Secretariats constantly following up 
with outstanding ministries urging them to complete and submit budget related work. As a result of 
such delays, it has forced the Budget Team to move the acquired date of completion of the Budget 
Books to May. With the help of the Young Achievers, serving as their backbone during the budget 
process offering support and constantly helping wherever and whenever they can. 
The Budget Books are set to be tabled in Parliament on the 7 June and before that time; the Minister 
of Finance will be planning a schedule towards which he will be making one announcement per day 
in the media in an effort to make things more transparent about the Budget Books and what they 
contain. 
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STAFF TRAVEL 
 

Name Where Purpose of Trip When

Andrew Haigh Pago Pago, 

American Samoa

14th Oceania Customs Organisation 

(OCO) Annual conference
29 Apr-4 May 2012

Apia, Samoa Pacific Heads of NSO and Interagency 

meeting
27 Apr 2012

Apia, Samoa 4th Pacific Statistics Steering Committee 

(PSSC) meeting
25-26 April 2012

Apia, Samoa Technical meeting on "micro data 

management/encrypting/ADP"
23-24 Apr 2012

Apia, Samoa Samoa Bureau of Statistics open day for 

all Pacific Heads of NSO 20 Apr 2012

Pokoina Matara Suva, Fiji Regional Law Enforcement Inter-Agency 

Information and Intelligence 

Management Workshop
24-26 Apr 2012

Lavinia Tama Apia, Samoa Workshop to familiarise parties with the 

process and the requirements for the 

accreditation of national implenting 

entities for direct access under the 

adaptation fund for the pacific.

23-26 Apr 2012

Vanessa Jenner Apia, Samoa UN meeting 26-27 Apr 2012

Vanessa Jenner Apia, Samoa NIE Accreditation Workshop 23-25 Apr 2012

Stephen Matapo Nadi, Fiji Regional investigation management 

workshop
10-20 Apr 2012

Stephen Matapo Nadi, Fiji Regional investigation management 

workshop
10 - 20 Apr 2012

Teu Teulilo China Seminar on Economic Development for 

South Pacific Countries
6 - 20 Apr 2012

Richard Neves Manilla, 

Philipines

ADB Governors' Annual Meeting.

Accompanying Minister to 45th ADB 

Board of Governors meeting

2 - 6 May 2012

Maru Mariri Okinawa, Japan Young Leaders' Training on Youth 

Development (J1240042
13-30 May 2012

Taggy Tangimetua

APRIL 2012

MAY 2012
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SOCIAL PAGE 
 

It’s that time of the year everyone! Miss Cook Islands Celebration, a pageant where our beautiful 

Cook Island ladies showcase their talents and distinct Pacific qualities. The winner from this 

pageant goes on to represent our island in the Miss South Pacific Pageant where Ms. Cook 

Islands is currently holding the title.  
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MFEM STAFFING LIST (as at May 2012) 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER EXT DEVELOPMENT COORDINATION DIVISION EXT 
Richard Neves Financial Secretary 8209 Jim Armistead Divisional Manager 8506 

Etuatina Drollett Executive Secretary 8207 Steven Barrett Project Officer-Infra 8502 

   Peter Taivairanga Project Officer 8509 

REVENUE MANAGEMENT DIVISION  Vanessa Jenner UN Project Officer 8503 

TAX 
 Peter Tierney Senior Policy/Research 

Analyst 
8504 

Andrew Haigh Treasurer/Comptroller 8210 George Turia EU Project Officer 8511 

Philip Eyre Senior Tax Advisor 8206 Marianna Bryson Finance Officer 8505 

Andrew Forbes Senior Tax Auditor 8204 Tunoa Kaina Accounts Manager 8507 

Sally Thomson Senior Tax Auditor 8216 Maru Mariri Administration & Support 
Officer 

8501 

Maybelline Unu Senior Debt & Return 
Officer 

8218 Elizabeth Harmon Young Achiever 8510 

Nga Takaiti Debt & Return Officer 8218           TREASURY MANAGEMENT DIVISION                                                        

Kurai Foster Tax Examiner 8211 Teu Teulilo Treasury Operations 
Manager 

8307 

Rima Matua Tax Examiner 8205 Lavinia Tama Budget Economic Policy 
Manager 

8304 

Marion Howard Tax Officer 8214 Elizabeth Tommy Crown Accounts Manager 8303 

Amy Ngatamaine Tax Officer 8203 Ngametua College Funds Manager 8308 

Stace Heather Tax Officer 8212 Siva Gounder Senior Crown Accountant 8310 

David Toleafoa Tax Officer 8215 Akisi Rokovunisei Senior Crown Accountant 8311 

Amelia Nooapii Tax Officer 8205 Ngatokorua Elikana Senior Internal Auditor 8309 

Tearii Maurangi Tax Officer 8223 Sarah Samuel Economic Analyst 8314 

Tutai Tereapii Supervisor/Tax Officer  8220 Krystina Kauvai Budget Analyst 8315 

Irene Hafoka Counter Clerk/Cashier  8219 Edward Parker Financial Project Analyst/ 
Budget Analyst 

8312 

Temata Ioane Counter Clerk/Cashier  8220 Peerui Tumii Crown Accountant 8313 

Somashini Blake Personal Assistant 8208 Terry Piri Numismatic/Finance Officer 8305 

Patrick Parakoti Officer Assistant  29365 Pari Teuru Finance Officer 8317 

LEGAL  Mere Charlie Finance Officer 8318 

Wendy Valasi Pogi Legal Counsel  8222 Apii Jacob Payroll Supervisor 8306 

CUSTOMS  Gaston Tairi Receptionist 8301 

Ngapoko Ngatamaine Chief Customs Officer   Vaka Teroi Office Assistant 8319 

Pokoina Matara Senior Customs Officer  8202 Rebeca Tangaroa Young Achiever 8313 

Walter Tangata              Senior Customs Officer  8508 STATISTICS DIVISION 

Stephen Matapo Senior Customs Officer  8223 Taggy Tangimetua Chief Statistician Manger 8401 

Bob Toka Senior Customs Officer 
Aitutaki 

31187 Tanga Morris Senior Statistician 8403 

Michelle Vakatini Customs Officer  8201 Enua Pakitoa Senior Statistician  8404 

Maria Matua Customs Officer  8201 Amelia Ngatokorua Senior Statistician  8402 

Helen Turua Customs Officer  8221 Kevin Hosking Senior Statistician  8406 

Wayne Robati Customs Officer  8508 Catherine Teamoke Statistics Officer  8405 
   Mareta Katu Statistics Officer  8407 

   Anne Tangimetua Statistics Officer 8408 

   Junior Paretoa Statistics Clerk 8407 

   Takili Tairi Statistics Clerk  8403 

   Rufina Daniel Young Achiever 8403 


